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WHY STORYBOARD?

Video is great fun, so the temptation is to dive straight in and start
creating. But any film, from your next instagram post to latest Startrek
movie, is a story. It needs to make sense, with a beginning, a logical
conclusion, and all the interesting points inbetween.

The danger of just jumping in is that you leap from one idea to the
next, and the narrative is jumbled, may be difficult to understand and
fails to make your point.

Storyboards make you economical.

Think of your favourite TV commercial. Great ad-people can tell a
whole story in 30 seconds or less. A script alone can't do that - with a
storyboard you can choose when to use words, when to 'tell' and
when to 'show'

If you are briefing an outside supplier or videographer, a storyboard is
essential. A professional creator would never work without a
storyboard no matter how sketchy.
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WHAT IS A STORYBOARD?

There's no hard and fast rule. It's what works for you.

It's a working note or plan of what you want to do.

Think about the essential ingredients of a film. First there is the story,
'John notices a chip in his windscreen and wonders how to fix it...' How are
you going to show that? You could have a voiceover saying exactly
that, but if your film is for the web, many people watch with their
speakers off. So you could have text or captions on screen, or you
could show it visually - a shot of John, looking closely at his
windscreen, then zoom in to show an obvious chip.

So, your storyboard might begin with a frame with a sketch
(matchstick men are fine - this is just a note for you). Then a note to
remind you what's happening here. And, if you plan using a voiceover
or text on screen - a script note.

Those are the essentials and you build up your story in separate
frames - as few or as many as you think you need.

The picture on the right shows all that you might need for the first
frame of a movie.

Closeup of John looking at his windscreen.
Audio: Music and traffic noise.
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THE SCRIPT
We said at the start that a script can’t do the job of a storyboard - but
put the two together and you are looking at a powerful, professional
approach.

Some people may start with drafting out a script. Even in note form
this is great - it gives your story structure. Others may begin with
thumbnail sketches for a storyboard. Some folks may work with both
together. It depends how you work, and how visually you think. But
we’ve hit on a key point here - video is a mainly visual medium. This is
why a storyboard is so important.

There is an old in storytelling, whether it’s on screen or in a novel, it’s,
‘Don’t tell - show!’

Let’s take a look at a little story in script form, on the right >. We’ll
break it into stages or frames as a starting point:

1. John notices a small chip in his car windscreen.

2. His immediate thought is this is going to be very expensive - a
new windscreen.

3. He tells his friend Susan.

4. Susan tells him not to worry - small chips can be repaired. She
did it herself.

5. John is not convinced.

6. Susan explains that if it’s no bigger than a 5p coin (10mm), not
within the driver’s line of sight, and not within 7cm of the edge of
the screen, it should be okay to repair.

7. John goes to the car parts dealer and buys a kit.

8. It’s easy to apply the filler, which cures in sunlight in 20 mins

9. John is so pleased he sends Susan some flowers.
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NEXT STEPS

Well, you could just record all the words and use them as a voice over,
and then fit stiil or video clips to the voiceover. But that wouldn’t be
very clever, and wouldn’t follow our ‘Don’t tell - show!’ principle.

Also remember, people may be viewing your movies with their
speakers off, particularly on mobile.

You could turn the whole script into captions and run them on top of
your video - but that would be wasting a lot of what video can do.
Ideally we should look to do as much as we can, visually.

Most of our little script here can work really well without words. Take
frame 2, for example, showing John with a worried face and maybe a
thought bubble with money signs.

Look at frame 6, that could work really well with perhaps a diagram
showing where it can be repaired and maybe a big ‘thumbs up’.

A few little scribbles on your storyboard and you’ve got the whole
story with hardly a word. You now know just what shots you need to
assemble.

2. His immediate thought is this is going to be very
expensive - a new windscreen.

6. Susan explains that if it’s no bigger than a 5p
coin (10mm), not within the driver’s line of sight, and
not within 7cm of the edge of the screen, it should
be okay to repair.
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THE TOOLS

As you’ve seen so far, you need very few tools to create a storyboard -
just a pencil and paper will do. To speed things up you may want to
cut a piece of card the size of a frame, and draw around it for each
one. Or just find a suitable sized box.

If you are planning on creating a lot of storyboards, it’s a good idea to
have a template that you can copy or print off. You can create a
design that suits the way you work.

There are plenty available online. You can download a free, simple
template from the Kinematiks site - https://kinematiks.co.uk/
downloads/

It's a good habit to get into numbering your frames. That way it's easy
to keep track of what you're working on and where.

If you’re planning a more complex video, you may find it useful to
have some separate boxes under the frame for such items as: Action,
Voiceover (v/o), and soundtrack.

Of course, you can work with digital tools as well, but there are many
tools you can press into use - slide presentations, word processors,
wireframes, diagram and drawing tools - too many to cover here, but
the principles are the same.

But again, remember, your storyboard is a tool to help you. Don’t let it
rule you.
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Free, simple template from the Kinematiks site - https://kinematiks.co.uk/downloads/
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EXAMPLE
Lets just take our simple script, and turn it into the most simple story
board example, shown opposite >.

You'll notice we've added a couple more frames to clarify the story
and included a title frame. We might have wanted to add an end
frame, or perhaps a call to action.

(Note: this is just an example of storyboarding and NOTmeant as advice or
instructions on repairing windscreens!)
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2. John notices a small chip in his
car windscreen.

3. Zoom in close 4. He thinks this is going to be very
expensive - a new windscreen.

5. He tells his friend Susan. 6. Susan tells him not to worry -
small chips can be repaired. She
did it herself.

7. John is not convinced. 8. Susan says if it’s no bigger than
a 5p coin, outside the line of sight,
and not within 7cm of the edge, it
should be okay to repair.

9. John goes to the car parts dealer
and buys a kit.

10. It’s easy to apply the filler,
which cures in sunlight in 20 mins

11. Zoom in withmagnifying glass
to show repair

12. John is so pleased he sends
Susan some flowers.

1.Music
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CAN’T DRAW
This really isn’t important. If you’re making your own videos, your
storyboard is just a notebook for you - think of it like a diary that
nobody else will read.

Stick people are all you need to remind you what you want to show.
You’ll soon develop your own shorthand.

In a lot of cases, you probably don’t need to draw anything. If you
want a shot of Big Ben in a frame, just write it - ‘Shot of Big Ben’.

But sketches help you remember what you had in mind, visually.

For example, if you want a close-up of somebody’s face you just draw
a simple face filling the frame. If you want to show one person chasing
another, two simple stick figures do the job.
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WORKING WITH
STORYBOARDS
One of the big advantages of using a storyboard, as you’ll quickly
realise, is that you don’t have to shoot your video in frame-for-frame
sequence. You’re probably familiar with how big movie directors
work. If they want a lot of scenes shot in a forest, they shoot many of
them together, even if they are scattered through the film. With your
storyboard you can quickly identify the shots you may need.

You’ve probably already noticed that you don’t storyboard every
frame in a movie. Video is usually shot at 25 -30 frames per second
(fps). So a section with a car driving down a road for 4 seconds might
take over 100 frames.

What we do on our storyboard is indicate ‘key frames’ - frames where
something changes.

NOTHING IS FIXED

When you look at your movie in storyboard form, you’re sure to find
things that need to change. Perhaps some action needs to move
closer to the start, or you need to insert another character speaking.
No problem, don’t be afraid to cut your storyboard up and move
things, or change some frames with Post-it notes.
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STORYBOARDS FOR
DIFFERENT TYPES OF MOVIES
Video is used widely today, in many different forms and that may
affect how you create your storyboard. Movies may be long feature
films, ads or explainers for websites, short social media films, intros, or
on-demand webinars. The techniques are equally varied - let's take a
look at few and consider how we might storyboard them.

LIVE ACTION

This is your typical film-style movie. You may have a lot of footage you
need to edit, or more likely you need to make some shorthand notes
to use while filming - a shooting script.

You have a lot of flexibility here, and it may be the action notes that
are most useful. You’ll want variety perhaps and you can make notes
to use some of the tricks you see in professional moves.

Adding notes like, ‘Zoom in to close up’, ‘Tom is laughing’, ‘It’s dark’, or
‘Follow Ann to kitchen’, will really help.

USING CLIPS AND STILLS

We’re really fortunate today that there’s plenty of quality stock footage
and stills available. Often you may be assembling a movie solely from
these sources, perhaps broken up with text or motion-graphics.

This is a great use for storyboards, simply use your frames as a
‘shopping list’ of content, with your script running below to keep
everything making sense.
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A couple of tips. Use pencil if you're working on a paper storyboard -
when you start searching for material things will change. Your ideal
clip may not be available, or you may come across some amazing clip
you just have to include. Be prepared to erase and change your notes.
When you find a good clip, make sure you note its reference in your
storyboard. It will save you lots of time later.

TOONS

Cartoons are great ways of telling stories and creating animated
explainer videos. Storyboards may be rather like those for live action -
but you are free to invent situations that are ‘impossible’, if you wish.

EXPLAINERS

These vary - some are the ‘how-to’ movies familiar on YouTube. These
are often live action, or may be made up of a series of stills, supported
by a voiceover. Careful storyboarding ensures your story is clear, easy
to follow and makes sense. If you’re using stills, one trick is to
assemble your images and create a slide presentation, one image to a
slide then see if it all makes sense, moving items around as necessary.
Add script notes and you’ve got a storyboard without drawing a
stroke!

Other explainers may take the form of animated ‘infographics’,
displaying data. Again you are driven by content but a storyboard is
vital to ensure the information you are putting across is in a clear
sequence. All too often people just put static data on the screen. Look
over your storyboard - perhaps you have two graphs showing data 5
years apart - would it be more interesting to create one animated
frame showing the change over time?
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SCREENCASTS

A simple storyboard is a great help here. You can clarify the flow of
action for yourself on paper so you can make your screencast run
smoothly and logically. A storyboard will also highlight all the steps
and areas where you may need to expand.

This is a case where you may be better writing your script after
creating the storyboard. Often the explanation of a step may take
longer than the time taken to execute it on screen. If you are
following your script, either recording or just speaking to yourself,
you’ll ensure you allow enough time for the action - .and for your
viewer to take it in.
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BRIEFING OUTSIDE SUPPLIERS
Although there are many easy to use video tools, when you have an
important movie to make, where the production quality may reflect
upon your business and its values, using an outside supplier,
videographer or producer may be vital.

The quality will be high, they will work faster than you will, and they
will make valuable input based upon their own experience.

This is where a good storyboard is vital. By ‘good’, I mean one which
clearly tells the story you want to get over.

Sitting down and discussing your plan is an important step - with
your paper storyboard or on screen. If your supplier is remote, sharing
online is a breeze - storyboard can be a universal language.

Put don’t think of this as a fixed instruction - it's part of the process
and a discussion document. Your supplier produces video for a living
and often works with many clients and has so over some time. Taking
your storyboard and adding their technical experience and expertise
can make an amazing result.

But it all starts with the storyboard.



https://kinematiks.co.uk


